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ABSTRACT

This report describes extensions of measurements of particle emission
j produced in the interaction of high power laser radiation with absorbing

surfaces. Most of the experimental work in this report period involved

I the use of a hemispherical interaction chamber with collectors around the

periphery, A multiplier detector and a bipolar detector have been employed

in addition to the ordinary disc collectors used previously. The experimental

results for a tungsten target and a laser flux density of the or6cr of 50

megaw atts/cm2 indicate that the blowoff material consists of a mixture of

I neutral molecules and of a plasma containing approximately 1013 to 1014

electons and ions. Secondary electron emission from the collector surfaces

I bombarded by the incident heavy particles is important in producing the

observ-ed signals. Temperature of the expanding material is of the order of
10 eV. Additional work has been devoted to measuring the optical emission
from glass samples heated by a CO 2 laser beam and also to an investigation
of the possible presence of picosecond pulses in our laser output.
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I SECTION I

IINTRODUCTION
The investigations described in this report are continuations of work which

I was carried out previously. The earlier investigations %ere concerned
with particle emission produced in laser-surface interactions and have been

Idescribed in detail in previous reports (1-6). Some knowledge of the

background of this work, 2s discussed in the previous reports, is necessary

Ifor an understanding of the methods and aims of the investigations discussed

in the present report. A time-of-flight spectrometer has been used to

measure ion emission produced by the interaction with metallic targets ofI 2
ruby laser radiation with flux densities of the order of 50 MW/cm . The ions

wr,re found to be mainly alkali metals with energies of the order of several

I hundred electron volts. The neutral molecule emission produced under

similar conditions was studied with a quadrupole mass spectrometer and

found to consist of thermally desorbed gases such as H CO, and CO

along with pulses of high energy neutral molecules having energies of the

Iorder of 100 eV.

Additional studies were performed in an interaction chamber, Mhich has the

laser-iliuminated target at its center, with shielded disc collectors around(4)
the periphery of the hemisphere. Measurements of the angular distribution

indicated that there is a maximum in both the number of emitted particles

and their energies in a direction normal to the target surface, and 'hat both

these quantities decrease as the angle from the normal increases. Morovr,

the distribution in the plane defined by the direction of the laser h)cam and

I the normal to the target surface %kas different from the distribulion in the

perpendicular plane.

-1-
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j The present report is mainly concerned with extension and analysis of

the measurements performed in the interaction chamber. The measurements

I performed earlier had some puzzling features. The original philosophy

of the design of the hemispherical interaction chamber was that it was

I intended to measure ionic emission, which had been determined from

measuy ements in the time-of-flight spectrometer to consist mainly of

alkali metal ions. I t has become apparent that the measurements are

also affected by other types of laser-produced particle emission. In

addition to direct collection of positive ions produced in the laser-surface

I interaction, secondary electron emission produced at the collector surfaces

when the heavy particles trike the collectors is important.I
In order to arrive at these conclusions, we modified the system by adding

I a multiplier collector along the normal to the target surface in place of

one of the original disc collectors. We also used a bipolar collector,

which is capable of separating electronic and ionic charge in the blowoff

material and measuring them separately. The bipolar collector is not

struck by particles traveling directly from the target, but relies on

application of a voltage to produce charge separation in the plasma. The

results obtained in the bipolar collector indicate a larger amount of ion

Iproduction than we deduced from the measurements on the time-of-flight

spectrometer.

A considerable portion of this report is devoted to analysis and interpretation

of these results. A more complicated range of phenomena was encountcred

than %as anticipated in the original design of the hemispherical interaction

chamber. However, we feel that the operation of this chamber is better

Iunderstood than previously.

I
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The present interpretation includes a plasma of electrons and ions in

approximately equal numbers plus neutral molecules that travel together

I in the blow off material. The average temperature of this material is

of the order of 10 eV. The observed signals at the collectors are

I strongly influenced by the phenomenon of secondary emission. The

range of the ionic emission is large enough that it should be necessary

to reconsider the inverse Brem.strahlung mechanism for heating of the

blowoff material.

IThe results obtained in this system are compared to the results from the
time-of-flight spectrometer. There are discrepancies which we have not

fyet resolved.

In addition, the work has been extended into different areas than previously.

We have begun experiments involving the interaction of radiation from a

carbon dioxide laser. The optical emission from the material evaporated

by the carbon dioxide laser has been examined. This work is still in a
relatively early stage, but the use of carbon dioxide lasers, particularly in

a repetitively pulsed mode, appf-ars promising in these studies.

We have also begun an experiment to determine the possible exislence of

picosecond pulses in our laser output. Other workers have observed that

the output of a Q-switched laser under a very wide variet of conditions is

made up of a train of mode-locked pulses, each having a duration of the

order of picoseconds. If this situation occurs in our laser, it will have

a bearing on previous interpretations of the experiments. Therefore, we

have begun an experiment to delermine if high frequency pulsation is

i present under the pulse envelope of our 35 nanosecond duration Q-switched

laser pulse.

*-I
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.In addition, the presence of picosecond pulses has implications for the

mechanism of damage produced by laser 'eams in transparent materials.

IQuantitative estimates of the damage threshold, using the generally

accepted mechanisms for damage, have not produced agreement ,'ith

I observed thresholds. If picosecond pulses are present, this discrepancy

could possibly be resolved. Therefore, 'we hal-e begun some preliminary

work on the damage of transparent materials.

Section I deals vith the 'work in the hemispherical interaction chamber.

ISection III describes the 1work using the carbon dioxide laser, and Section IV

is devoted to the subject of picosecond pulses.

I
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SECTION II

TIE HEMISPHERICAL INTERACTION CHAMBERI
Studies involhing the hemispherical interaction chamber, the construction

of which was described in detail in the December 1966 report, (4) include

experimental work in which different types of detectors were added to the

system, and an analysis of the data from the system, in which we attempt to

interprct the various types of measurements and to compare them to earlier

tresults.

A. EXPERIMENTALI
In all the experimental work described in this subsection, a tungsten target

was employed, and the laser flux density at the target was in the range
250 to 100 megaw .atts/cm

1. General

I In the last semi-annual report ( 6 ) we commented on the considerable amounts
of noise in the form of high frequency oscillations which were often present in

I the output signals from the hemispherical interaction chamber. In particular,

when the laser beam was in the plane containing the detectors, the noise was

1 most pronounced. In this configuration the laser beam entered a hole in the

hemisphere in which a detector had originally been installed. We removed

the detector but left the grid which insured continuity of the field at the

hemisphere. When this grid was removed so that it was not struck by the

incident laser beam, the noise was considerably reducec. in addition, when

the plane containing the laser beam and the normal to the target surface was

perpendicular to the plane containing the detectors, the laser beam reflected

from the target would strike the inside of the hemisphere. After a number of

1
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shots, a visibly damaged spot appeared on the hemisphere at this point. We

drilled a hole through the hemisphere at this point in order to allow the

j beam to exit from the system after striking the target and being reflected

without furthe- interactions. Emission of electrons from this point when it

was struck by the laser beam may also have contributed to the noise. These

measures to insure that the laser beam has a clear access to the target and

exit from the system, with no possibility of particle emission from other

portions of the system, has solved the noise problem.

There has been considerable difficulty in obtaining good reproducible data

from this system, especially in the matter of correlating the outputs with

the amplitude of the laser pulse. For a given laser pulse the size of the

signal may vary considerably, and if the output is plotted as a function of

laser monitor pulse size there is much scatter in the data. Figure 11-1

shows such data for a collector at 150 to the target normal. In order to

determine definitely the effects of various experiments in the system, it has

been necessary to accumulate a large number of data shots, alL.ernating

between different conditions of the variable under investigation. For example,

if we were investigating the effects of applying a voltage at a certain position

in the system, we would take alternate shots with the voltage on and off, in

order to separate the effect of the voltage from scatter in the pulse size.

Often many shots were necessary to effect the separation.

During the course of these measurements, a hitherto unreported effect was

noted on the side of the ruby rod. A series of small cracks began to form

on the side of the rod adjacent to the flashtube. See Figure 11-2. The

damage had the appearance of a white powder-like coating. It can be re-

moved b;," turnina th,- rod on a small lathe with diamond grit compound, but

after further use additional cracking is evident. The presence of the cracking

-3-I
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Figure 11-2. Photograph or Cracking Along the Sides or a Ruby
Laser Rod.
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reduces the pump light intensity so that tile laser output is reduced. Tile

form of the damage is as shown in Figure 11-3. From the appearance of

this damage, we feel that it may be caused by absorption in a thin layer at

the surface or tile ruby. Such absorption may be caused, for example, by

small amounts of the polishing compound embedued in the surface of the
ruby. Local heating under the action of the pump light would cause expan-

sion and contraction of the surface layer, eventually leading to chipping and

flaking of the layer. The damage appears as cracks oriented at 600 to the

rod axis, the same direction as the c-axis of the rod, and appears to be

consistent with cracking along a crystalline axis of the ruby.

The solvent used to dissolve the cryptocyanine in the Q-switching cell has

previously been methanol. During operation of the laser, the solution be-

comes degraded after a number of shots. In order to restore the output of

the laser to its original level, the contents of the passive Q-switching cell

must be replaced with a freshly prepared solution. This procedure is

somewhat tedious since it involves dripping concentrated cryptocyanine into
the cell, drop by drop, and observing the gradual decrease in tile number of
spikes in the laser output until finally a stable region with a single high power

spike is reached. In order to increase the length of service of a given solu-

tion, we tried the use of the solvent acetonitrile in place of methanol. There
had been reports that operation with acetonitrile gave a Q-switching solution

less subject to degradation. We found that it was more difficult to obtain

a stable region of operation in which a single spike of approximately con-

stant power level would be produced, with acetonitrile as the solvent. When

the laser did emit a single pulse, the amplitude was more variable than
when methanol was used as a solvent. in addition, the use of acetonitrile

did not significantly improve the length of service of the solution. There-
fore, our conclusion is that in spite of reports to the contrary, the use of

acetonitrile does not offer any advantage over the use of methanol as a
solvent for the bleachable Q-switching dye.I
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Figure 11-3. Drawing of Dam~age Along the Sides of a Ruby Laser Rod.
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I 2. Angular Distribution

I In the last semi-annual report ( 6 ) data were presented for the angular
distribution of the emission reaching the collectors. The data were pre-

sented for two planes: the plane containing the laser beam and the target

normal, and also the plane perpendicular to the plane containing the laser

beam and the target normal. The previous data were taken with the

polarization of the laser beam in the plane containing the incident laser beam

and the targe normal. There is another possible orientation of the direction

of polarization of the laser beam, and as before, two possible planes in which

the emission can be measured. The situation is illustrated in Figure 11-4.

We have obtained data for the case where the polarization of the laser beam

is perpendicular to the plane containing the normal to the target and the

I beam. Some of these data are presented in Figure 11-5 which gives the angu-

lar distribution in the plane containing the laser beam and the target normal.

These results were obtained by photographing theoutput of a given collector

and of the collector along the target normal (#6) on a dual beam oscilloscope.

The data plotted are the ratios of the signal (the integrated area under the

curve) from the given collector to the signal from collector #6 for each

shot. The data at 90 are thus ncrmalized to unity. Even with such nor-

malization, which should tend to remove the effect of varying laspr flux

density from shot to shot, there still is considerable scatter. The general

trend of the data is cleat, however. No measurable signals were obtained

jfrom the two collectors at 751 to the target normal.

Inese results may be compared to Figure 11-8 of the last semi-annual

plantv in which the present angular distribution was measured was the same

~iI
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LASER BEAM

TWO POSSIBLE ORIENTATIONS
-,. OF LASER BEAM POLARIZATION
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Figure 11-4. Geometrical Arrangement for Measurement of Angular
Distributioi, Showing Orientations of Laser Polarization and of
Planes in which the Distribution was Measured.
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as in that figure but the direction of the polarization of the laser beam was

perpendicular. There is little difference in the results. Thus, the relative

orientation of the polarization does not appear to affect the angular distribu-

tion of the emission.

3. Multiplier l)etector

As part of the effort to study and interpret the different phenome na occur-

ring in the chamber, in particular to elucidate the possible role of emission

of secondary electrons from the collector surfaces in producing the observed

signals, we replaced the collector along the normal to the target surface

with a multiplier detector. [his detector has a beryllium-copper cathode

and a series of dvnodcs which amplify the electron emission from the

ca thce. This is the same type. of detector used on thea time -of-flight

spectrometer. In the or'iginal collector arrangement, a high ene rgy ion

striking the sur-face of the collcto"t' Could cause secondIary emission of an
elect ron. If this v.1e't ro Ve.capeS fr'om the S rf'r.) , it aft'ects the. Outptt

s., -; i 1a. ccorv -spondi rig to a inovenient of' char-.c in hIw -am e, direoction as, thet

collection of ion cut'rent. Thus, even if a neut ra I plasma movec coas th

the, gap anl struck the, collector surfa('e. there Could still be a net signal

indicating arrival' of positive ('harge.

In order to add the multiplier to the sy.stem. an aux illarv flange was

imachined --o that Ihi' cathode of the multipli(r' is f'ar'ther 're moved f'om 1 th

tar-y' than Ihe original collector position. Some data obtained with this

arrangement a t, shown in lFigure 11-7. T'he up)per trace is the signal from

the multiplier: the lower trace is the ;signal from a coIl (-('or localtd at an

an 'Ie of 15' from the',no rmal to thte target surface. The ratio of' the time of

arr'ival of the last peak on the multiplier trace and time of arrival of the,

main peak in the'lower trace is equal to the ratio - tf di .liv tnnres from the

target to the nulliplier 'alho:he and from the target to the ('olhe,'lor.' This

,-15-



Figure 11-7. Signal from Multiplier. Top Trace
is Multiplier Output, 0. 2 V/cm.
Bottom Trace is Output from Collector
at 150 to Target Normal, 0. 005 V/cm.
Sweep Speed: 5ps/cm.
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I suggests that tliese two peaks are (Juc to arrival of the same group of par-

ticics. The fi rst peak on the upper, trace, which is visible only as it returns

I to the base line, is presumably due to arrival of ultraviolet radiation. The

entire upper trace is similar to tile high energy neutral molecule pulses

I obtained on the quadrupole spectrometer. The results indicate that secondary

emission does play a role in the relative sizes of the signals. In particular,

it inlicates that part of the observed signals may be due to passage of neutral

molecules which produce secondary electron emission.

IThe high peak in the upper trace apparently corresponds to one of the

smaller pulses in the lower trace before the main peak. This could suggest

that the sensitivity of emission of various material surfaces is different for

different types of particles. In an attempt to obtain data on this point, a

collector with a beryllium-copper surface was installed. (The original

collectors are stainless steel. ) The output of this collector was identical

in shape to the output of the Otainless steel collectors, differing by a
multiplicative factor of the order of unity. This indicates that the differ-

ence in pulse shapes between the multiplier and ordinary collectors doesHnot originate in different secondary emission coefficients for, different

materials.I
It appears that the most likely explanation of the different shapes of the

two curves in Figure 11-7 is that the multiplier responds to secondary

emission processes at the cathode, but not necessarily to direct collec-

tion of charged particles reaching the cathode. Secondary electron emission

is important in affecting the shapes of the observed signals. Neutral

hydrogen desorption, for example, may be easily seen by the multiplier

but not detected as more than a small break in the trace of a collector
without extra amplification.

1
I
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A dditional data from the Multiolier indicates that applying a voltage to
the target while keeping tihe hemisphere grounded had no effect on the

J signal. lowever, when the tat-get was grounded and voltage was applied

1o tie hemisphere, noise was present in the multiplier output so that no

good data wert obtainable. It was apparent that application of an aecel-

crating voltage for ions did not affect the transit time of the pulse observed

on the multiplier, however.

These results indicate that the collector signals arise from a mixture of

direct ion collection and secondary emission by both neutral molecules

and ions. The angular listributions reported before are theiefore fori

this mixture, rather than only for ions. Since the multiplier responds

only to secondar emission. its pulse shape may well be different. We

shall return to this point later in the section on analysis.

4. Bipolar Collector

We also took data with a bipolar collector in place of one of the usual

collectors. The bipolar collector was inserted in place of a collector at

1 5" from the normal to the target surface. The design is similar, to that
(7)

described by Ilaught. We obtained a signal which begins approximately
five microseconds after' the laser pulse and which represents the integrated

amount of charge that has arrivec. A typical oscilloscope display is shown

in Figure 11-8. The electron collection is much larger than the positive

ion collection.

In the usual collector measurements we see positive signa. This would
lead to an expectation of a positive charge collection at least as great as

the negative charge collection. If a neutral plasma travels from target to

collector, the ('la.'ge collections should be equal for both signs of charge.

-18-
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Figure MI-8. Output of Bipolar Collector. Upper Trace
Electron Collection, 200 V/cm. Lower
Trace: Ion Collection, 5 V/cm. Sweep
Speed: 5ps/cm.
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JSome difference between tile signals caused by the two different signs of

charge at the bipolar collector would be expected on the basis of the

I[ secondary electron emission produced by ions striking their, collecting

electrode. i lowever, this difference should not be larger than a factor

of two and the observed difference is much larger.

We investigated the possibility that because the ion mobility is lower than

tile electron mobility, the applied electric fields were not high enough to

sweep all ions to the collector. This was done by applying larger voltages

to the positive charge collection electrode. The results indicate that the

positive charge collection was not affected by the magnitude of the voltage

applied. However, applying a large voltage to the positive charge collector

did suppress the negative charge collection. We interpret this as being

evidence that the negative charge collection is largely spurious, and

originates in the region of the collector and does not truly represent

charge that has traveled from the target. Application of the large negative

voltage reduces the region in which the extra electrons can originate and

suppresses the amount of negative charge that can be collected. An addi-

tional piece of information is that at very low laser powers the magnitudes

of the two charge collections become much more nearly equal. When :nn

anomolously small laser pulse occurs, the magnitude of the electron

collection decreases much more than the amount of the positive ion collec-

tion. Ilaught (7 observed a similar effect of larger electron currents than

ion currents, and also attributed it to spurious electron collection, lie

had the advantage of being able to know the total number of electrons in

his small sample, so that if the collected number exceeded this number,

it was definite proof that additional Charge was being produced in tile region

of the collector.

1



The signals observed on the bipolar collector generally increase with

increasing laser flux density. In fact, at large signals, tile electron

collection saturates so that tile voltage drop is approxinately equal to

the externa lly applied voltage. It is apparent that a larger signal

,oul(d not be obtained. If the electron collecting voltage is in'reased.

the saturation voltage is also in reased.

An investigation of the effect of applying a voltage to the targe, snowed

that target voltage did not affect the signal received at the bipolar col-

lectors. This is in agreement w-ith the results obtained with the ordinary

collectors and we would not expect to see an effect. There is some

correlation between the laser pulse size and the signals on the bipolar

collector. In general the largest signals occur with the largest laser pulses,

and the smallest signals with the smallest iaser pulses. but there is much

scatter. Also. the signals associated with tile largest laser pulses arrive

slightl.% sooner than those with the smaller laser pulses. The total charge

collection corresponds to about 2 x 1 012 negative charges and 10 -1 0

positive charges. (This is for one bipolar collector; the total emission

of ions thus would be of the order of 1 13 or 10 when the solid angle

and anisotropy of emission are considered. )

Since t h( (l etector circuitry is an integrating circuit, the derivative of

the obserm('d pulse shapes should be the same as the pulse shape observed

on the or(linarY collectors. This is the case, as we see in Figure 11-9

which shows that the charge collection does indeed corresponl to the

signals observed on the other collectors.

In an attempt to in% estig-te the structure of the field arou-d the bipolar

(ollector. %ke modeled the electrode configuration on conducting paper

as desvribed in the last semi-annual report. (6) This method involves

plotting equipotential surfaces on a sheet of conducting paper in which the

-21-
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Figure 11-9. Comparison of Bipolar and Ordinary
Collectors. Upper Trace: Signal from
Collector at 150 to Target Normal, 0. 01
V/cm. Lower Trace: Ion Collection at
Bipolar Collector, 2 V/cm. Sweep Speed:
5ps/cm.
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electrode configurations are drawn with silver paste. Appropriate voltages

are applied to different electrodes. One of the two terminals of a high

impedance probe is tied to a point while the other Lerminal is moved in the

region between the electrodes. The equipotential lines are obtained by

following the lines along which nulls occur. Such equipotential surfaces

obtained near the region of the entrance to the bipolar collector are plotted

Iin Figure 11-10.

This investigation v, as undertaken to see if possible distortion of the field

or fringing of the field through the shielding wire grid could lead to the

difference in the positive and negative charge collection. As Figure II-10

shows,the grid is a good shield, with little penetration of the applied

field through it, and within the bipolar collector the field distribution is

Iapproximately symmetric. Although the complete three dimensional structure

is not modeled, we feel that a good qualitative picture is obtained. Thus,

there is no asymmetry or fringing to explain the difference in charge

collection. This result substantiates our earlier assumption that the

grids across the holes in the hemisphere do provide field continuity and

good shielding for charged particles passing from the target to the region

of the hemisphere.I
We compared the charge collection on the ion half of the bipolar collector

to the area under the current vs time curve from an ordinary collector.

The bipolar collector should represent Ihe true ion collection, since it isInot in a line of sight path with the target. Thus, the signal is all produced

*v particles which are brought to it by the applied field. (The signal may

be increased slightly by secondary emission, but it should represent

approximately all the ions arriving at the collector.) The ordinary collector
signal is consistently larger by a factor of 2. This result agrees with

I the results of the multiplier experimem d!escribed earlier, in that th- total

signal at a collector arises from a mixture of direct charge collection and
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I secondry emission produced by neutral molecules and by ions. It also

explains the failure of the collector signal to go to zero with positive

voltage applied to the grid. (6) (This is not a problem -n the time-of-flight

sptctrometer since ions would be separated from neutrals by the time the

I retarding voltage is applied.)

5. Measurements on Ordinary Collectors

(6)
As we (lescribed in the last seini-annual report, there are a number

I of puzzling features associated with the voltage pulses observed at col-

lectors and at the hemisphere in the hemispherical interaction chamber.

IIn particular, the effect of applying a voltage to the target gives results

which do not appear to -e a simple passage of ions. A voltage applied to

the target results in a large invreLase in the signal observed at the hemi-

sphere. This signal occurs at a time coincident with the signal on the

collector along the normal to the target surface. (See Figure 11-11.

This figure is identical to Figure 11-4 of the last semi-annual report;

it is reproduced here to make the pi sent report self-contained.) The

arrival time of the puls-z7 :s not affected by the magnitude of the applied

voltage. With applied voltage, the ratio of thc signals observed at the

I collector and the hemisphere was approximately equal to the ratio of the

solid angles subtendled by the collector and hemisphere. especiallx if the

nonisotropic angular dependence of the emission is considered. iHoWevevr,

wnen no voltage is applied, the total charge collection at the hemisphere is

somewhat smaller than the charge re,'eiv22 , at a collector, in spite of the

fact that the solid angle subtended bv the ,'olle t , t '.arget is very

small compared to that of the hemisphere. i'o -un, up, xi :" applied

I i voltage, the pulse shapes were as expected. but the relativ e amplitudes

of these signals were not as expected. On the other hand, with voltage

I applied to the target , the relati% e amplitudes are as expected, bUt the

shape of' the pulse from the hemisphere does not sh ow the expected

-25-
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Figure I-11. Effect of Potential Applied to Target. Sweep
4I Speed: 5ps/cm. Upper Traces from Collector

Along Normal to Target. Bottom Traces from
Hemisphere. All Upper Traces are 0. 1 V/cm.
In the Top Photograph the Bottom Trace is 0. 1
V/cm; in the Middle and Bottom Photographs the
Lower Traces are 10 V/cm.
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displacemenlt current effect. Work has been (lone to elucidate these

phenomena and we no;,. 'an interpret a number of these features

cons is tenll Y, as we shall (escribe later.

We applied a positive voltage to the ordinary collectors. Tile hemisphere

and the reta rding grid in the colleclor structure were grounded. Whenever-

a positive voltage was applied the signal received by the ('olle('tor was

negative, as is shown in Figure il-12. Only a small applied voltage was

necessary to produce this effect. The region with one or two volts applied

is apparently a transition region and the signals become noisy. Wben

three volts or more are applied, a negative signal is observed: whereas

at zero volts and negative voltage applied to the collector, relative to tne

hemisphere at ground, the familiar positive signal is observed as in the

bottom half of Figure 11-12.

This result may be understood as follows: A displacement current in the
hemisphere indu-'ed by the passage of a small net (harge induces a small

positive voltage on the hemisphere (bottom trace of top photograph in

Figure 11-11), so that secondary electrons emitted from the collector are

attracted away from the collector, leading to observation of the signal

i in the bottom photograph in Figure I-12. The presence of a voltage on the

collector so that the collector is negative with respect to the hemisphere

leads to a reversal of the flow of electron current an( to the signal in the

top photograph in Figure 11-12. This result will be considered again

later in the discussion of analysis of results in the hemispherical intera('ion

chamber.

I
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Figure IO-12. Effect of Applying Voltage to Collector: Hemisphereand Grid Grounded. Top Traces: 0.01 V/cm, Output

of Ordinary Collector. Lowe r Traces: 0. 5 V/cm,
Output of ion Collection from Bipolar Collector.

Sweep Speed: 5ps/cm. Voltage Applied to Ordinary
Collector: (A) +12. 5 V, (B) +3. 2 V, (C) 0 V.
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N6. luture Plans

I The experiment for measuring the effect of laser flux absorption in the

blowoff material in producing high energy ions will be performed according

to the setup shown in Pigure 11-1 3. A portion of the bottom of the hemisphere

will be cut away to allow beam access. Ports are already available in

the external chamber so that a beam can be passed transversely across the

surface of the target. The experiment will be performed by picking off a

portion of the high power laser' beam (approximately 1 00 megawatts) and

sending it by means of several reflections from a mirror so that it enters

the port at an angle of 30' from the normal to the target surface and is

I focused on the target surface in the same way as in previous work. The

higher power portion of the beam will pass slightly above the target surface

and will intercept material emitted from the surface. This system will

be difficult to line up, but use of a helium neonlaser beam should facilitate

the alignment.

13. INTERPRETATION

We shall now consider analysis of the data obtained in the hemispherical

interaction chamber. In particular, we shall interpret the various experi-

ments reported above and attempt to consolidate them into a single picture

j of the operation of the chamber, and also to compare them to earlier

results obtained in the time- of- flight spectrometer. (2, 3)

1. Analysis of Hemisphere Pulse Shapes

IThis subsection gives results of an analysis on the current pulse from the

hemisphere when a positive voltage is applied to the target. It had heenl

noted earlier ( 6 ) that there are pronounced changes in the signal when a

few volts are applied to the target, but when higher voltages were applied,

-
1 -29-
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the signal from the hemisphere remained relatively unchanged from what

it was with a few volts applied.

This suggests that perhaps the blowoff material traverses the distance

from the target to the hemisphere in a neutral state, (possibly as a neutral

plasma) and that the heavy particles eject secondary electrons from the

hemisphere. The secondar) electrons then are accelerated to the target and

produce the observed signal. The analysis in this seCtion is done on the basis

of that hypothesia.

Under the secondary electron hypothesis, the hemisphere signal at any

ttime siould closel, represent the rate of arrival of the blowoff material

at the hemisphere since the secondary electron transit time should ,e of

the order of 1 0-8 seconds.

Thirt y-one photographs were selected from the data taken between May 24,
1967, and August 25, 19Q7. The criteria used in selection of the oscilloscope

traces were

1) A clear signal frem both hemisphere and laser monitor.

2) A maximum of 6 photographs for each target voltage.

3) Data for each target voltage should be taken from different

dates if possible to ensure a representdtive sample.

For each set of dat3 the area under the hemisphere signal was measured to

indicate the total number of secondary electrons produced. The amplitude

of the laser monitor signal was also recorded to indicate laser intensity.
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In order to characterize the hemisphere signal by one or two numbers,

consider the case where the veloei'y distribution of the particles in the

plasma is given by
4NVd)2 )i

N d (v -v v dv (1)
(IdN= 3 exp -

C y CO

This is a displaced Maxwellian velocity distribution where a drift component

vd is superimposed on a Maxwellian distribution cl'aracterized by the thermal

velocity Co  (kTIM)12

v - R/t

dv -Rdt/t
2

vd = R/td

where R is the radius of the hemisphere.

2 (L(. 2d2 2

dN = (/7[C 3 t2 exp 2 dt (2)

Assuming the yield of secondary electrons is constant with respect to

primary particle energy, the observed signal would be proportional to

dN/dt. The values of t at the peak and either of the half amplitude points

of the signal are designated tp and th respectively.

From the condition that

p

I-
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one obtains the relation

R' 1 + \ (3)
C 0 t p t dLp d~

From the condition that

I dN dN

-T- 2 "T (4)
ttp tth

I and using equation (3), one obtains the relation /2

h 2t( 2

e p 2L td 7h t d) %2 15)

Iexp§C T (tp

With the measured quantities R, t and t hthe quantities Co and td may be

obtained 'rom the simultaneous solution of equations (3) and (5). A computer

routine was written to obtain the required solutions.

I Suitable roots of the equation were found in only a few of the cases. In

ihese cases the drift component of the velocity was on the average only

1 20% of the random component. In the other cases a negative drift compo-

nent was indicated. For the purposes of this analysis it was decided to

consider the drift component to be zero. The random velocity component

in that case could be obtained from the measurement of t using eq. (3)P
I with tile 1/t d term neglected.

C RF2t (6)
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The fit under these assumptions is shown in Figure 11-14 for two of tile

hemisphere signals. There are two smaller' peaks preceding the main

peak representing either more energetic particles or ones with lighter

mass. While there is no direct identification of the incident particles,

it will be assumed (so that we can present the results in the more familiar

units of energy) that the particles represented in the main hemisphere

peak have the mass of the sodium ion.

The results for the data in the chosen sampleare shown in Figure 11-15

where the particle energy is plotted against target voltage. There is a

scatter, of more than a factor of two at the higher target voltage but no

definite trend can be seen by examining the points in each of the four

time periods. The average random energy (assuming sodium ions) is

1 11.5 eV.

Figure 11-1 6 shows the number of electronic charges represented by

the area under the hemisphere signal as a function of target voltage.

While there appears to be a relationship between the number of electrons

and the target voltage, closer examination of the data indicates, however,

that much of it is associated with variations in laser power. This will be

discussed further later.

If the observed hemisphere signal is due to secondary electrons, then

an estimate of the total number of incident ions may be made if the coef-

ficient for secondary electrons is known. Unfortunately measurements

of the secondary electron yield for low energy alkali ions on stainless

steel are not to be found in the literature. Takeishi and Hagstrum ( 8 )

investigateJ the process for the noble gas ions on the refractory metals

and on the (111) surface of nickel with ion energies extending down to

4 eV. Coefficients in the range of . 03 to 0. 2 were observed. Since an

Auger process is believed to be involved, tile coefficient for the alkali

ions could be expected to be somewhat lower.
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I If we estimate the coefficient for secondary electron emission in the laser
experiment at 0.1, then the indication is that in the events represented

I in the sample the average number of ions produced by the laser interaction

is :3 x 101 .I
Examination of the data indicated that some of the variation in the amplitude
and shape of the observed hemisphere signal is due to variations in the

laser power. For data takern under conditions of calibrated laser power
monitoring, a multiple regression analysis was made on the number of

Ielectrcnic charges, N, the target voltage, V, and the laser power P,

represented by the ampiltude in centimeters of the laser monitor, signal.

It was found that for a lea,;t squares fit

N = 1. 3 x 1013 V0 079 P 1.027

Similarly for, the incident particle energy, W, the multiple regression
analysis showed

W = 14 V-.0158p 0.5302 electron volts

SI For this data sample it is clear that variation of the target voltage over

more than an order of magnitude has an insignificant effect on either the
l number of the energy of the incident particles. Variation in the laser

power, on the other hand, is found to be significant.

1 The lack of correlation between the target voltage and the amplitude and

shape of the hemisphere signal supports the hypothesis that the blowoff

material resulting from the laser interaction travels the distance from
target to hemisphere in a charge-neutral stage -- either as a plasma or

I in molecular form.
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Tile results can be interpreted to mean the laser vaporizes 3 x 1 14

particles from the surface and subsequently heats them to an energy of

I about 10 eV. Such an interpretation requires some comment. This

estimate of the number- of incident particles is orders of magnitude higher

I than estimates of the number of ions based on previous experiments. (2, 3)

In addition the estimate of energy is lower than for the "high" energy part icles

previously observed in the time-of-flight spectrometer and higher than for
the particles thermally desorbed and observed as a pressure pulse in the

quadrupole spectrometer.

Perhaps the first point to be made concerns the identification of the incident

Iparticles. The signal from the hemisphere may be due to secondary elec-

trons produced by either ions or atoms or a combination of both. Similari'1

the signal ma be due to sodium, potassium, carbon monoxide, or other

species. Comparisons with other techniques must recognize this.

The previous work on high energy ions and molecules must b. examined to

determine if particles of the nature on.-ountered in the hemisphere experi-

ment were likely to be observed if present.

2. Analysis of Collector Pulse Shapes

JWe have also analyzed pulse shapes from various collectors in the hemis-

pherical chamber in order to obtain the velo, it v (list ribut ion as a function

of angle. The method )f analysis is the same as described in our May 1 966

report. As expected, the velovity distribution in directions near perpen-

ldicular to the target surface peaks at a higher value than the disti-OuLIon

at larger angles. Some results are shown in Figure II-17 for collector

No. 7 at an angle of I,) from the normal, and collector No. 10 at an angle

of 600 from the normal. T1e shift of the (istribution to higher velocities

as the angle from the normal dec'reases is unmistakable.
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The average velocity of the distribution is shown in TablcII-1 for various

collectors, BeCause of the very small signals from collectors at large

angles to the surface, there were very few samples that could be adequately

analyzed. 'File energy corresponding to the velocity is of tile order of

1 10 eV, in agreem ?nt with the case of the hemisphere signals described

above.

I When this data is compared to that obtained in the time-of-flight spec-

trometer, there are a number of differences. (See the May 1966 report.

IIn the present work, the peak of the distribution normal to the target surface

is shifted to lover values. The shape of the pulses is such that the high

velocity tail is longer relative to the total shape of the pulse. The reason

for- tile stiift of the peak to lower velocities is not understood, although the

operating conditions may be somewhat different. The main ion peak (i. Q.,

first large peak to arrive at the multiplier) observed in the time-of-flight

spectrometer was due to sodium ions. The tail of the distribulon at high

velocities in the present curves may be accounted for by a relatively small

amount of lower mass ions, since the present system is no mass discrimi-

I nation. However, the conditions of laser flux density should have been

approximately the same in the two different experiments; and if the ion

jcomposition is roughly the same as we have assumed previously, the

velocity distribution should be similar. It may be that the additional

component of heavy ions such as potassium, CO, and C0 distorts the(: 2 P

curve so that the center of mass of the curVes is shifted to a lower value

than in tile case of a pulse which is known to be made up on15\ of soJium ions.

However, the magnitude of the shift is rather large to understand on this
basis alone. For sodium. the average \elocity corresponds to an enerev of

I about 15 eV (for directioas near tt.c normal to the target surface), whereas

on the time-of-flight spictrometer, directed energies of the order ot 200 eV

I were observed. The thermal energies do correspond to tenlpe raturt s of the

same otder of magnitude as deduced from the time-of-flight spitr'onltct l

measuiements.

1-41-
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I TABLE II- 1

ANALYSIS 01, COLLECTOR PULSE SHAPES

Angle from Average Veloity
Collector Nor'mal to Target (cmsec)

J 5 150 10,.6 x10
1 5 150 12.5 x 105

7 15, 12.1 x 10 5
7 150 11.4 x 10 5

8 30, 9. 5 x 1 0 5

8 30( 8.5 x 10 5
10 60° 6.0 x 10 5

I
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3. llemisphere Operation

It is apparent from the comparison of the data from the hemispher,: and

from the tim'-of-flight spectrometer that there are large differences, both

in the number of charged particles and in their energies. Thus the hemi-

sphere has not provided a complementary instrument to the spectrometer,

as we had expected, and further work is required to understand the

differences.

(We have, however, removed some of the problems associated with operation

of the hemisphere and we feel that our understanding of some of the puzzling

features of the (lata from the hemisphere has improved. From the

experimental observations described in Section II A, we derive the following

interpretation of the operation of tlo hemisphere. A neutral plasma along

with neutral molecules is produled by laser irradiation of the target. The

plasma density is large enough that it is not affected significantly by applied

fields, so that during expansion of tho blowoff material, application of a

field between the hemisphere and the target does not appr:c'iabl. change

the transit time of the charged particles. Since the total ne' charge floa-ing

is small, only small displacemen t current effects are seen at th( hemisphe'e.

When the particles (ions and neutral molecules) strike the hemisphere, thY

cause secondary electron emission. With no applied voltage, little secon I-

arv electron emission escapes from the region of the hemisphere, because

as a small current begins to flow, the hemisphere becomes charged

j positively and electrons are attracted back to the hemispher,.

Also the small displacement current that does flow (bottom trace of top

photograph of "igure II-11) means that th, hemisphere is '-Iightly po, Itivelv

charged when the particles arrie. The current due to secondary electrons

is registered in the external circuit in th, same sense as arrival of posit i e

charge. he material that pene tra'rs throLugh the holes in the hemisphere
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Ito the collectors also causes secondary electron emission at the collectors.

Ilowever, since the hemisphere is at a positive potential relative to the

collectors, electrons emitted from the collectors escape from them, so

current is observed there.

Application of a voltage on the collector (as in Figure 11-12) bears out

these results. When the potential is applied (a potential just large enough

to .'oanteract the effect of the potential induced on the hemisphere), second-

ary electron,; will no' escape from the collector and additional electrons are

attracted to the collector so that the direction of current flow from the

collector is reversed, as shown in Figure 11-12.I
When the target is positive with respect to the hemisphere, however,

'I secondary electrons can escape from the hemisphere and flow to the

target. Therefore, application of voltage at the target considerably

increases the signal observed at the hemisphere (Figure I-1l), so that the

ratio of the hemisphere and collector signals is the same as the ratio of

their solid angles. This explains the absence of large displacement current

effects and the absence of a tine dependence of the observed signal on

the accelerating potential. At the same time the amplitude of the signal

from a collector will noi be strongly influenced by the applied potential

because of shielding by the grid.!
The shape of the current pulse at the hemisphere when voltagc is applied

Ito the target is thus explained as follows: Ions travel to the hemisphere

from the target in the plasma state, along with neutral molecules, so that

there is lite displacement current. On sti iking the hemisphere, secondary

electrons are ejected which are accelerated back to the target. (In the

absence of an applied potential, these electrons would no' escape because

of the small induced potential attracting them to the hemisphere. ) All

1 -44-



emitted secondary electrons produced by particle impact on the hemisphere

are collected so that the signal is increased relative fo the zero appliedJ voltage case. Since the hemisphere is almost the same distance from

th' target as the collectors, the time dependence of the two signals will

j [be approximately the same.

The signal from the collectors does not change when voltage is applied

to the target. With no applied voltage, the small voltage induced on the

hemisphere collects essentially all secondary electron-3 produced by particle

bombardments of the collector. Applying a voltage therefore does not

increase the fraction of these secondary electrons that are collected.

The data from the multiplier indicates the presence of neutral molecules

and substantiates the role of secondarY emission in making a strong

contribution to the observed signals from the collectors and the hemisphere.

The data on the ion collection in the bipolar co'lector probably gives a

better indication of the total posit iv- ion production than the data from the
ordinary collectors. These values are higher than those obtained using

the time-of-flight spectrometer. The applied field within the bipolar

i I collector is large enough to be able to pull apart the plasma and collect
all the ions efficiently. The observed ion current may he inrreased some-

Iwhat bY secondary emission from the electrode, but this effect should be
less than a factor of two. Further, the observed arrival rate of charge

at the positionof the ion collector sh-uld give a true representation of the
flo%% of te heavy particles from the region of the target.

I The ordinary collector signal thus arises from two different contributions:direOC

II |charge collection and seconJary emission produced by both ion- and| noutral molecules.

I-
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i The relative fractions of the collector signal arising from these two

contributions are not easily determined, because of lack of knowledge of

secondary emission coefficients. The fractions may indeed change as

a function of :aser power, target surfac,'e condition, etc. The fact that the

ions travel along with electrons in a condition of approximate charge

neutrality also makes it difficult to determine the direct charge colleetion.

llowever, it seems probable that the observed signals arise from a mixture

of these causes.

1 The measurements in the bipolar collector indicate a substantial amount of
113 -114

charge (- 10 10 ions per laser pulse) but this charge may travel along

with electrons so that the net current is small. Only after separation of

the two signs of charge in the bipolar collector can we get a good estimate

of the total number of ions. The ion signal from the bipolar collector is

thus inte'preted as the b.est measure of the total number of ions in the

blowoff material.

Although the above picture is consistent in terms of the various types of

measurements made on the hemisphere, it do,-s not offer an insight into

the differences between hemisphere results and time-of-flight spectrometer

data. We do not understand these discrepancies at present and intend to

perform further studies onthese points. A possible hypothesis is that there

I exists a small group of high energy ions that escape from the blowoff

material and that these are measured in the time-of--flight irstrument,

but they do not provide a large enough signal to stand out from the larger

background of so% r, r ions which travel as a neutral plasra and pj uvide

[ the bulk of the signal observed in the hemisphere.

I
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SECTION III

CARBON DIOXIDE LASER WORK

The carbon dioxide laser has a number of features that make it attractive
as a replacement for the Q-switched ruby laser in the investigation of

lasei surface interactions. The first of these features is the ability to repeti-
tively Q-switch at kilocycle rates with reproducible pulse shapes and power
outputs. Second, the mode structure of the output can be easily controlled;

thus the beam can be focused to a much smaller spot than the ruby lasers

currently being used. Third, even though the peak power output available
from a Q-switched CO.) laser is about three orders of magnitude lower than

I that obtainable from the ruby lasers used in this work, the absorption cross
section for inverse Bremsstrahlung at 10. 6 microns is approximately 3600o0
times larger than at 6943 A. Hence, the same temperatures should be

obtained in a plasma that is irradiated with the output of either a Q-switched
I carbon (ioxide or the Q-switched ruby lasers used in out previous work.

This does not mean to imply that the same temperatures can be obtained on
a metallic target from a single pulse of the CO 2 laser' as are obtained from

a single pulse from a Q-switched ruby laser. For metallic targets the main
factor controlling the temperature rise is the loss due to conduction. The

Iabsorption mechanism is independent of wavelength and the reflection coef-
ficient is much higher at 10. 6 microns than it is at 6943 A, thus. the temp-

I erature rise from a single pulse from the CO2 laser will be much smaller
than that from a Q-switched ruby laser.

I What we propose to do, at least until higher powers are available from

Q-switched CO 2 lasers, is to continousl- irradiate the surface under stud.

I with the output of a CW carbon dioxide laser and to repetitively Q-switch
another laser onto the material that exaporates from the target. By usir
this technique we will be able to monitor the temperature of the plasma
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J produced by the continuous laser beam using optical spectroscopy. We will

also be able to examine the change in the relative intensities of the emission

lines from different states of ionization as the second laser is Q-switched

onto the plasma and from that infer the effect of inverse Bremsstrahlung

on the heating of the plasma.

The advantages that we expect to realize by using a carbon dioxide laser

instead of a Q-switched ruby laser are that we will be able to make more

accurate measurements due to the repeatability of the pulse shapes and

powers from the Q-switched CO 2 laser, as well as the much high repetition

rates attainable. Also, the use of optical spectroscopy as a probe of the

plasma temperature should give us much better information of the dynamics

of the heating of the plasma while it is happening.

A. LASER CHARAC -LERISTICS

The carbon dioxide laser being used for the laser-surface interaction measure-

ments consists of a 50 cm long water-cooled tube with Brewster angle sodium

chloride windows at either end. The cavity is formed by a long radius mirror

configuration consisting of a 3m radius quartz substrate with gold evaporated

on it and a flat output mirt or made of Irtran-2 with an 85% reflecting di-

electric coating on the inner surface and antireflection coating on the outer

surface. A mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium flows in at the

two ends of the tube and is pumped out from an exhaust port at the center
of the tube; this flow configuration prevent. small particles that may be

Jborne in the stream from adhering to the windows and causing them to cleave

when they are heated by the radiation from the laser. The discharge li fed

Jby a DC power supply capable of delivering 10 ki!ovolts at 50 milliamps. A

maximum power output of 22 watts in several transverse modes is obtained
w; t-,. 11 1scharge operating at a pressure of 21 Tort-, with a Ilow rate of
0. 96 cubic feet/hr of nitrogen, 0 35 cubic feet/hr CO 2, and 3. 3 cubic feet!

hr helium. Insertion of a one quarter inch diameter aperture in the cavity
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near the spherical mirror causes the laser to operate in the lowest order TEM00
mode with a maximum output of' 18 watts.

The output of the laser is monitored using a Coherent Radiation L boratories

Model 201 Power Meter. The output is concentrated in a number- of vib-
I rational-rotational transitions centered at 10. 6 microns. The output beam

can be focused to spots as small as 0. 1 millimeter in diameter by use of

a five centimeter focal length lens made of Irtran-2 material. The diameter
of the focused beam was determined by putting a piece of anodized aluminum
at the focal point of the lens and measuring the width of a line burned on the

anodizing.'I
B. CALCULATION OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES

A calculation of the equilibrium populations of the excited states of several
atoms was made to determine the feasibility of producing enough thermalIi excitation at the temperature obtainable by irradiation of solid targets with
the CO 2 laser. These results were required to decide whether or not one
could make meaningful spectroscopic measurements of the neutral emission
for the purpose of measuring temperature. The populations were determined

from the expression (9)

gm exp (-Em/kT)Di I
m z(T)

where N ) and E are the equilibrium population, statistical weight,

and energy of the mth level respectively. z(T) =: gr17 exp (-E 1 /kT)= partition

a function of the atom.I

The calculations were made using the energy levels given in the tables of

Moore. (10) No corrections were made for the lowering of the ionization

potential due to Debye screening because the populations of high-k'ing excited
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states are negligible at the temperatures under consideration. Figure 111-i

}shows the populations of the first resonance levels of the alkdli metals as a

function of temperature. They were calculated taking into account the

temperature dependence of the partition function for the neutral atom. Tile

populations are given as a fraction of the total number of neutral atoms. Thus,

in determining the absolute numbers of atoms in each level one must take

into account the fact that the total number of neutrals will decrease as the

gas becomes ionized. The results for sodium will be used to make an

estimate of the amount of power radiated into the sodium D lines by the

evaporating sodium atoms from a soda lime glass. The alkali metals were

chosen for the above calculation because they represented the majority of the

high energy ions in our previous experiments; they are also known to have

strong resonance lines suitable for spectroscopic measurements. However,

further considerations in section Il-C indicate that the alkaline earth me als,

of which barium has the lowest ionization potential, may be better choices

for spectroscopic studies.

The temperature dependence of the partition function for the first and second

stages of ionization of barium, as well as the degree of ionization, have been

calculated in order to use these for future estimates of radiated power from

lines of singly ionized barium. The calculation of the degree of ionization

has been made neglecting the second and higher ionization stages. The

neglect of the higher iorization stages "ill not be justified at high temperatures,

but for the purposes of estimating ionization upon CW excitation with the CO 2

laser the results obtained in this manner are sufficiently accurate. Figure

111-2 shows the partition function for neutral and singly ionized barium.

Figure 111-3 shows the population of the first stage of ionization of barium as

a function of temperature for three different values of the total density of

barium atoms. From it, it is obvious that an appreciable amount of ioni7atinn

will occur at temperatures of the order of 3000K. Such temperatures whill

probably not be obtained under continuous excitation of the target by the CO 2

laser, but they will certainly be obtainable under Q-swVitching of the CO 2

laser onto the plasma. Thus, it is not unreasonable to expect to observe some<,

of the lines from singly ionized atoms in experiments involving Q-switched

excitation of solid targets containing barium with the CO 2 laser.
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T Further calculations will be made in the next contract period to take into

account the different stages of ionization of atoms of interest for studying

U with the CO 2 laser. The result of these calculations coupled with a survey

of suitable compounds of these atoms will be very useful in determining

a good target material for study with t.e CO 2 laser.

C. ESTIMATE OF LINE RADIATION

In this section we use the results on the thermal populations of the levels

of sodium as well as empirical measurements of evaporation rate to make

an estimate of the amount of power radiated into the sodium D lines by

the plasma produced by irradiation of glass with a carbon dioxide laser.

In what follows we calculate the amount of power radiated into the sodium

D lines by sodium atoms evaporating from soda lime glass in the form of

an ordinary microscoe slide. This calculation was made for glass because

the rate of evaporation of the glass is easily measured by measuring the

time that is required to pierce a hole through the microscope slide. Also,

jsince this type of glass contains approximately 15% sodium oxide, it seemed

like a good matrix from which to obtain thermally excited sodium atoms

to determine the feasibility of measuring the plasma temperature from

discrete-line emission. The radiated power is calculated as follows: The

glass is assumed to evaporate as a compound at a temperature which is

Iestimated from the color of the optical emission to be at least 12000 C

(1500'K). From the experimentally determined evaporation rate and the

known composition of the glass, the rate of evaporation of sodium atoms

is determined. It is assumed that the, asma is not heated directly by the

laser and cools rapidly by expansion. Therefore, a sodium atom only

contributes once to the emission from the plasma. This last assumption

may be too pEssimistic, but by making it we will oDiain a lower bound for

the amount of power available in the sodium D lines.
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The rate of evaporation used in this calculation was obtained as follows:

The beam from the CO 2 laser with a total output of approximately 20

watts was focused on a one millimeter thick microscope slide using a ten

centimeter focal length lens made of Irtran-2. A 0. 5 millimeter diameter

hole was evaporated through the full thickness of the giass in approximately

one minute. From the above we determine a material removal rate of

3.25 x 10- 6 cm 3/sec, and using the density of 2. 85 grams/cm 3, a mass

[ I evaporation rate of 9. 3 x 10 - 6 grams/sec is obtained. Assuming a soda

(Na 2 0) contert of ten percent in this glass, the evaporation rate of sodium

I atoms is found to be 6. 9 .x 10- 7 grams/sec. Using the atomic weight of

3. 8 x 10-23 grams/Na atom, the evaporation rate for sodium atoms is

RNa : 1.8 x 1016 Na atoms/sec.

I Using an evaporation temperature of 1500'K and assuming complete dis-

sociation of the sodium oxide, one obtains for the thermal velocity of the

sodium atoms VNa : 7. 4x10 4 cm/sec. From the thermal velocity, the known

cross section and the atomic evaporation rate, one can find the density of sodium
atoms near the surface of the glass. Assuming linear expansion perpen-14 3dicular to the glass surface, the density would be 3x101 4 Na atoms/cm' . This

jdensity will be useful in the future for estimating heating rates of the plasma
by the Q-switched laser pulse.

Now, assuming that each atom radiates only once 9s it leaves the surface
with a thermal energy characteristic of the surface temperature, the power

radiated by the sodium would be given by

iN ai~~P =IR. h vN

where P is the radiated power, 1 is the atomic evaporation rate. h is
Planck'sconstant, v is the frequency of the emission, and N is the fractional

population of the upper state of the transition.
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For a temperature of 15000 K, the fraction of the total number of sodium

atoms in the p levels is found from Figure 111-2 to be 2. 5x10 7 . Use

of the above quantities in the expression for the power gives P(1500°K)

1. 5x10 watts.

Assuming that the radiation is emitted isotropically, an f/4 spectrometer

is able to collect P/4n x 16 watts or 7. 5 x 10 - 1 2 watts. If we were to
assume that evaporation took place at 10001K, instead of the assumed 1500°K,

and that all the measured quantities remained constant, then the population

of the 2po levels would be 7. 5x10 - 1 1 and the corresponding power intercepted
by a spectrometer would be 2. 25x10 - 1 5 watts. Thus, while the power received

by the monochromator at the evaporating temperature of 15000K would be a

resonable power to detect using a photomultiplier and a phase sensitive

detector, the amount of power available from evaporation at 1000'K would
5 be very difficult to detect. These considerations point out the desirability

of using as much power output as possible from the laser as well as using

a target with a high vaporizatior temperature to increase the thermal pop-
ulation of the excited states.

We have checked experimentally the feasibility of measuring line radiation

from the plasma produced when glass is evaporated by focusing the output

of the CO 2 laser on it. A Perkin Elmer model 99-G monochromator with an
aperture of f/4 was used to detect tile radiation emitted by a target of soda

I lime glass. A photomultiplier wit[ an S-11 photosurface was used as tile
detector. The output of the photornultiplier was fed directly into an EMC

phase sensitive amplifier. The reference signal for the amplifier was

provided by using a 13 cycle chopper with an optical pickup inside the laser

cavity. Figure IT[-4 shows a spectrum obtained from the soda lime glass.

It shows strong line radiation at the 5900 A position of the sodium 1) lines

which is considerably larger than the continuum background. The spectrum

I
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I
3 is only to be taken as a qualitative indication of the detectability of the sodium

D lines at the levels of irradiation indicated, and not a quantitative measure

of the amount of power available since there are a number' of overlapping

grating orders present in the spectrum to which the photomultiplier is

sensitive.

From the previous considerations of this section and the relatively large

I signal from the sodium D lines in Figure 111-4, one concludes that the

temperature of the material evaporating from the surface is probably in
A the neighborhood of 1500 0K.

There are several comments that should be made about the experimental
measurements on the spectrum from glass. First, it is found that the
intensity of the sodium D lines from a glass target decays very rapidly.
Typically, a strong signal from the D lines can be observed for less than
one minute during irradiation of the glass and then the signal disappears.

The decay seems to be associated with the rapid evaporation of the sodium
oxide, leaving a compound which is poor in sodium. All the glasseb tested

so far suffer from this problem, and therefore will probably not be good

candidates for target materials to make measurements over extended periods

of time.

Second, while sodium as well as the other alkali metals have strong sharp

4 lines in their first (neutral) spectrum that can be used for temperature meas-
urements, the second spectrum corresponds to a noble-gas-like electron

Iconfiguration whose excited levels lie at very high energy. Therefore, they
will be difficult to populate at reasonable temperatures. This featul e of

-I I the alkali metals makes them a little less attractive for the measurements
of the effect of Q-switching a second pulse on the plasma because of the fact
that it will be difficult to detect spectroscopically the ionized species. From

this point of view, it appears that alkaline earth metals, especially barium,
would be better suited for spectroscopic measurements of plasma heating.
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IHowever, since we are not familiar with the ability of the laser to produce

high energy ions of barium, we must give cautious consideration to the choice
of material. We will devote some effort in the forthcoming months to choose

a suitable target as well as a suitable atom on which to make spectroscopic

measurements.

The conclusions arrived at from examination of several possible target

Imaterials are the following: a) Glasses, while attractive because they
have strong absorption at 10. 6 microns and a fairly large sodium content,
will probably not be good target materials to use for, our measurements

due to the rapid evaporation of the sodium. b) From the point of view of the
gspectroscopic measurements it would be more desirable to use alkaline earth

metals as the atoms in which measurements were made. IHowever, becau.-,e (f

our lack of experience with heating this type of atom using lasers, we may

Ihave to reconsider the advisibility of these materials. c) Because of the
rapid increase of the thermal population of the excited states that give rise

Ito the radiation with temperature, it is desirable to use targets that have
vert high vaporization temperatures so that a large fraction of the evaporating
atoms will be in excited states; and d) As a result of the pre,iou.,s conidvr:ition. .

a laser with as high an output as compatible with other pra,-tical consider-

ations should be used. The effort in the CO 2 laser work in the first half of
the next contract period will be spent primarily in choosing a suitable target
material and in putting in operation a larger laser capable of an output of

Iat least 60 watts in order to be able to evaporate materials with high va-
porization temperatures. The cmission spectra of these materials will be

Istudied first under excitation by the output of the continuous laser. Later,
changes in the optical spectrum under irradiation by a Q-switched la.-,er

will be examined.

!
I
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SECTION IV

PICOSECOND PULSES AND DAMAGE IN TRANSPARENT MEDIA

We have begun an experiment to investigate the possibility of picosecond

pulses being present in the output of our Q-switched laser. Such pulses were

reported as being a general characteristic of Q-switched laser's (11) and have

even been observed in non-Q-switched lasers. (12) The method of measure-

ment (13) is to allow the laser beam to enter a solution of dye which fluorescej

when excited by a wavelength lying between the ruby laser wavelength and

half the ruby la.,er wavelength. Then two photo,:- absorption will produce

fluorescence but one photon absorption will not. Such a dye suitable for the

ruby laser' is 9, 10 diphenylanthracene. If the laser pulse is made up of a

sequence of mode locked pulses, when the beam is reflected back on itself

through the dye by a mirror at the end of the dye cell, the positions at which

the incoming and outgoing picosecond pulses overlap will be marked by a

brighter fluorescence, since the fluorescence is proportional to the square

of the light intensity. Thus, regions in which pulses overlap will give a

fluorescent intensity four' times as great as the region in which no over-

lapping occurs. This should be distinguishable in photographic recordings

of the fluorescence.

If such a phenomenon is occurring in our laser, it is important to know it,

since this will change the estimates of the peak flux density used in previous

theoretical analyses of the production of high energy ions. The setup for

performing these measurements has the dye cell located at one end of an

optical bench, and the laser on the other. See schematic diagram in Figure

I -1. As of the time of this wrting, no definite data has yet been obtained

from this system, but we expect this to be an important experiement in inter-

preting other results.
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If picosecond pulsing is generally present in high power laser outputs, it

can, in particular, explain the damage proauced in transparent materials.

Although stimulated Brillouin scattering and a. associated hypersonic wave

has been often suggested as the source for laser induced damage in trans-

parent materials, (14) quantitative estimates of the pressure wave produced

tby the hypersonic phonons indicate that the pressures are too low to produce

damage. The net electrostrictive pressure p is given by (15)

P =-YE 2/2

in MKS units where Y = pdc/dp is the electrostrictive coefficient (of the order

of 10 - 1 1 MKS units); with p the density of the material and e the dielectric

constant. For a damage threshold around one gigawatt/cm 2 , a typical value,

this leads to a calculated pressure of 106 dynes/cm 2 . This value is much

I below the dynamic pressure at which damage should be produced in glass.

I In an effort to explain these phenomena we have also studied d2mage in glass.

Figure IV-2 shows a picture of damage produced by a normal ruby laser pulse

j in a silicate glass. Damage is present as cracks, bubbles, and fractures

in the interior of the glass. Typically there is a fracture plane oriented at

an oblique angle to the direction of propagation of the laser beam. If pico-

second pulses play a role in the production of such damage, the pressure

produced in a hypersonic wave could be much higher than that calculated above

Jon the basis of the average flux density contained in the pulse. Thus, experi-

mentall,,, we should be able to observe damage when picosecond pulses are

, present, but no damage when they are not present. This is the dypothesis
which we shall test experimentally, if it is shown that our laser exhibits

picosecond pulsing. By controlling the number of modeb in the laser but

at the same time making sure that a constant average flux density is maintained

at the focal point of the lens, the picosecond pulsing can be eliminated. If
the hypothesis is correct, damage should not be produced even though the

average flux density is the same.

1
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jFigure IV-2. Damage in Glass Produced by a Non-Q-Switched Laser Pulse. Laser Beam
was Incident from the Left. Fracture Planes are Visible. Largest Fracture
is about 3mm in Diameter. -3
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ISECTION V

I CONCLUSIONS

This report has emphasized interpretation of the data obtained in the

hemispherical interaction chamber. It is apparent that the results from

the interaction chamber indicate a greater complexity in the blowoff material

than was anticipated when the chamber was designed. The design considerations
were based on phenomena observed in the time-of-flight spectrometer.I Apparently there is another range of phenomena which the time-of-flight

spectrometer was not well designed to observe, but which play an important

role in the results obtained in the hemispherical irteraction chamber. In
particular, it appears that there is a large amount of ion production,

approximately 10 13-014 ions per laser pulse, which expand as a neutral

plasma. The temperature of the plasma is of the order of 10 eV. In contrast,

the time-of-flight spectrometer measurements indicated about 10 ions per

pulse with -200 eV energies, traveling essentially as individual charged

particles. We may hypothesize that there is more than one group of particles

produced in a laser-surface interaction, and that the time-of-flight spectrometer

is well adapted to measuring the smaller number of high energy ions and

the interaction chamber responds better to the more copious lower energy

ion production.

I The main experimental conclusions reached in this report are the following:

The emitted material does not expand isotropically, but has an angular

Idistribution as described earlier, with a maximum normal to the target.

The angular disiribution does not appear to be dependent on the direction of
I polarization of thc laser beam. It appears that the signals in the hemispherical

[r chamber are produced by a mixture of phenomena including direct charge

collection from a small amount of uncompensated charge, and also from

secondary electron emission produced by bombardment of the various surfaces

by the neutral molecules and ions traveling from the target.
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IAs a result of these conclusions, it will be necessary to re-examine the
results which %%e obtained earlier in theoretical calculations on heating of

Ithe blow&off material by absorption of laser radiation in the inverse
Bremsstrahlong process. In particular, the present results indicateIthat the total ion density may be higher than the value that was used in the

earlier calculations which yielded essentially negative results. Moreover,

the heating \Nould have to proceed only to a temperature of approximately

10 eV. As we sa\N in a previous report, ( 6 ) the shapes of the emission pulses

can be well explained by assuming a relatively modest amount of heating

followed by an adiabatic free expansion of the heated material. The future
work involving the absorption of ruby laser light in the blo% off material

Ishould be a critical one in studying the dynamics of heating.

It will be necessary to perform additional %%ork to compare the results

obtained in the interaction chamber %with those in tae time-of-flight spectrometer.
Although the data obtained from the interaction chamber can be consolidated

into a single nicture, the picture does not necessarily agree with that obtained
from the time-of-flight spectrometer. We shall therefore, consider further

Iwhether the discrepancies result from the different modes of operation of the
two instruments and possibly from different sensitivities for detection of

f different groups of particles.

J Another conclusion involves the suitability of the carbon dioxide laser for

use in this laser effects % ork. Repetitive pulses at kilocycle rates v'ith

l peak powers in the kilowatt range can be obtained from Q-switched CO 9 lasers
in a single mode which can be focused to an area of the order of 10" cm2,

yielding a flux density of the order of 10 MW/ cm Since the coefficient for

inverse l3remsstrahlung is much higher at a wkavelength of 10. 6 microns thanC

at-,he wavelength of 6943 A, and since the repetitive nature of the pulsi-'g

Ipermits easier alignment and positioning and allo%%s the use of phase sensitive
techniques in processing the data, the CO 2 laser is suitable for use in the

j experiment on absorption of laser light in the blo, off material. Preliminar\
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Iresults given in this report also indicate that optical investigations of the

blovoff material produced by a CO 2 laser are promising. The relative

intensities of the emission lines from different states of ionization can

be used directly to derive the temperature of the blowoff material. Thus,

j the use of the CO 2 laser should provide a probe on the dynamics of the

heating of the plasma and should also provide more accurate measurements

I because of the repeatability of the pulse shapes.

Finally, an investigation into the role of picosecond pulses and the possible

existence of these pulses in our ruby laser appears to be necessary in

order to form an adequate interpretation of our experimental results.

j Possibly picosecond pulses may also serve to provide a better quantitative

understanding of the nature of damage in transparent materials. No

]experimental data is yet available on these points, but % e shall pursue them

in the next report period.

I
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